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 Archive building in progress
  We are currently re-building our online archive, with a powerful search facility to make it more accessible.
 This is a major long-term project which will make available editions from our very first in 1994.
 We are working backwards from the current edition.
 If you are searching for an article in an edition not yet archived, please email the Managing Editors at
 [email protected] with your query, and we will attempt to assist you.
 Most back editions can be purchased for $5.50 inc, GST, post and packaging.
 
  Editions currently online:
 issue 138 - Flow maps & heightened states
issue 138 - Experience into dance: translation and failure
issue 138 - A sustaining instrument
issue 138 - An Australian sect saga
issue 138 - New words for music
issue 138 - Video art treasure house on demand
issue 138 - The weight of abstraction
issue 138 - THE LOOP
issue 138 - Ros Bandt, Tarhu Connections, double CD
issue 138 - The audience on the inside
issue 138 - An experimental art hub in Melbourne’s west
issue 138 - Film festivals vs the big streamers
issue 138 - Art as big public infrastructure
issue 138 - Science + love = explosive dance
issue 138 - Is anyone there—online or off?
issue 138 - Vale John Clarke
issue 138 - Bundanon: creative refuge
issue 138 - Bundanon: channelling Arthur Boyd
issue 138 - Raw: T-shirts and double passes 
issue 138 - Post-industrial town’s art conversion 
issue 138 - Techno-shapeshifting
issue 138 - Eating people: serious horror
issue 138 - THE LOOP
issue 138 - Video essay: Cameraperson to person
issue 138 - The Simpsons will save us
issue 138 - DVD: Jim Jarmusch, Paterson
issue 138 - Small films in a big screen world
issue 138 - Table manners, dressage & music
issue 138 - Fresh plot for a cinémathèque
issue 138 - THE LOOP
issue 138 - Travelling doco fest fights corruption
issue 138 - Unravelling McFamily-sized myths
issue 138 - In the beginning...
issue 138 - Lili Almog: Lifting the veil
issue 138 - Globalisation: upside/downside
issue 138 - Project O: into impossible places
issue 138 - THE LOOP
issue 138 - Natural digital
issue 138 - Taking care
issue 138 - A subtle excavation
issue 138 - A nurturing Dancenorth
issue 138 - Resonant Bodies: voices matter
issue 138 - Beautiful fragments
issue 138 - Jack Ferver & persona
issue 138 - Artist at play
issue 138 - Angelica Mesiti recodes video art
issue 137 - WOMADelaide 2017: Saving the musical mind
issue 137 - Dancing new lives
issue 137 - Aromatics of thought
issue 137 - Supercell Dance Festival: Brisbane dances
issue 137 - Into the internet's black holes
issue 137 - Senses and causes
issue 137 - The sweet smell of jalebi
issue 137 - Lloyd Cole: the interacting synthesiser 
issue 137 - Shifting gravity's centre
issue 137 - Remarkable musics
issue 137 - Art at labour's limits
issue 137 - Dance is the game
issue 137 - Music's ever evolving electronics
issue 137 - Beyond sadness
issue 137 - Art takes on despair
issue 137 - Undoing imagination
issue 137 - Another side of Mary
issue 137 - More than a bio-opera
issue 137 - Cultures, words, lives, limits
issue 137 - Performing Asia in & with Australia
issue 137 - Lauren Carroll Harris joins RealTime
issue 137 - Presence and strength
issue 137 - Nam June Paik: bad video, poor performance
issue 137 - Documentary in a virtual, post-truth world 
issue 137 - AIDC 2017: Transcending the news cycle
issue 137 - A work of art
issue 137 - A barbarian's right to difference
issue 137 - THE LOOP
issue 137 - DVD: Tanna
issue 137 - TAO Dance Theater in ‘6’ and ‘8’
issue 137 - Bold, not just older
issue 137 - AUDIO: A dangerous beast
issue 137 - Wynscreen: video art for those in transit
issue 137 - Gold Coast new art momentum
issue 137 - DVD: Life, Animated
issue 137 - THE LOOP
issue 137 - Phases and faces
issue 137 - Ghosts and bones and angels
issue 137 - Of sport and gods
issue 137 - Disaster meditations from Japan
issue 137 - Spatial effects, narrative distractions
issue 137 - Curiosity, clouds, release
issue 137 - Crisis face to face
issue 137 - Iran onstage
issue 137 - DVD: Ken Loach's I, Daniel Blake
issue 137 - Women's film festivals: breaking the mould
issue 137 - Unanticipated moves
issue 137 - Three kinds of grieving
issue 137 - Naturalism that makes space for all
issue 137 - Our world, now different?
issue 137 - The power of collaboration
issue 137 - Escape attempts 
issue 137 - Model dirty dancing
issue 137 - THE LOOP
issue 137 - Sights Unseen
issue 137 - Life at the limits
issue 137 - Virtual embodiment, real empathy
issue 137 - Great Kosky, great Saul
issue 137 - Beautiful failure vs fetishised perfection 
issue 137 - Privacy & protest
issue 137 - The future is almost here
issue 137 - THE LOOP
issue 137 - A king for our time
issue 137 - Technique, plus and minus
issue 137 - Time for a reckoning
issue 137 - Degendering
issue 137 - Hearts beating as one
issue 137 - Scoring conciliation
issue 137 - Inner & outer light
issue 137 - THE LOOP
issue 136 - Sonic art liberation
issue 136 - Perfect pairings 
issue 136 - Similitudes & affinities: Dancehouse & the world
issue 136 - Pathos: concept > document > object 
issue 136 - Music & politics of migration
issue 136 - Regional stresses & passions 
issue 136 - For All We Know (or thought we knew): Part II
issue 136 - ACMI Mark II: Museum of the future
issue 136 - Man at work
issue 136 - Memory made music
issue 136 - Sydney Festival: A great sense of occasion
issue 136 - 2017 Sydney Festival: A Personal Guide
issue 136 - Reassembling the cosmos
issue 136 - Light made sound made light
issue 136 - Re-imagining 'regional'
issue 136 - Maximalised sounding vs authored synaesthesia
issue 136 - Love, materialism & metaphysics
issue 136 - PIAF 2017: A very special place
issue 136 - DVD: Stephen Page, Spear
issue 136 - DVD: Weiner
issue 136 - Shifting the goalposts
issue 136 - The joy of pulsing complexity
issue 136 - Counterbalancing chaos
issue 136 - Making scents of Sydney
issue 136 - In light of darkness
issue 135 - A common spirituality
issue 135 - Queerings of form and perception
issue 135 - A living document of diversity
issue 135 - Ever blossoming art out of Asia
issue 135 - Festival rises above the storm
issue 135 - BOOK: Unworldly Encounters
issue 135 - Speak Percussion: the music of shells, bells and fluoros
issue 135 - Life distilled into moments
issue 135 - Melbourne Fringe: angles on unsexed perspectives
issue 135 - Melbourne Fringe: the beauty of bafflement
issue 135 - Sublimity in rural Texas
issue 135 - Internationals, locals, any body & every body
issue 135 - The artist, cultural transmitter & trickster
issue 135 - Speculative fictions & microbial collaborations 
issue 135 - A festival grounded in transitional space
issue 135 - Everyday crisis-resilience
issue 135 - Celebrating Dada
issue 135 - The ambiguous cry of blood
issue 135 - Performance vs rape culture
issue 135 - Ordinary monsters, at a distance
issue 135 - Drawing: calm in chaos
issue 135 - Old halls, new lives
issue 135 - DVD: Ivan Sen’s Goldstone
issue 135 - Between a plinth and a hard place
issue 135 - Fassbinder, degrees of proximity
issue 135 - Prophetic sonic art
issue 135 - Seeing touch: contemporary soft sculpture
issue 135 - DVD: Mustang
issue 135 - Festival for a town that doesn’t conform
issue 135 - Utopia, unsettled
issue 135 - Women, art & the challenges of empowerment 
issue 135 - The end of the world as we know it
issue 135 - High anxiety, vivid wondering
issue 135 - Growing choreography in Newcastle 
issue 135 - Inside Asia, heart and art 
issue 135 - Artefact liberation
issue 135 - On a need to know basis
issue 135 - A storm, untouched by theory
issue 135 - Gesturing kindness and generosity
issue 135 - Rituals of another kind
issue 135 - Music vs capitalism, ghosts in machines 
issue 135 - Liveworks: A bigger picture
issue 135 - A new instrument speaks
issue 135 - Voiced-over pop, hateful audiovision
issue 135 - Not defined by rape
issue 135 - Utterly wired
issue 135 - DVD: Ben Wheatley’s High-Rise
issue 135 - All set adrift
issue 135 - Having a go at the horror
issue 135 - An ear to the future of creative radio
issue 135 - When dads dance
issue 134 - The virtues of self-indulgence
issue 134 - Occupying culture in Rio de Janeiro
issue 134 - Exploratory music on a high in Bendigo
issue 134 - The cruelties of God, evolution & showbusiness
issue 134 - Accepting the agency of the non-human
issue 134 - Crime, punishment & role reversal
issue 134 - A conflict of interests
issue 134 - Sound by nature, music by name
issue 134 - Advancing the art of reviewing
issue 134 - The making of performance makers
issue 134 - Girls lost and found
issue 134 - Gaming climate change
issue 134 - Art & the inevitable
issue 134 - Drought drama
issue 134 - From Picasso to music to dance
issue 134 - Futuring music theatre in the academy
issue 134 - Cultural diversity’s new dramaturgy
issue 134 - Imagination and incarceration
issue 134 - Taking on the panic machine
issue 134 - Another route to being human
issue 134 - Tribute to a pioneering dance media artist
issue 134 - Tasmanian youth: dancing with a mission
issue 134 - The screen: inside and out
issue 134 - Liveworks 2016: a storm of creativity
issue 134 - Troubled bodies tangle with truth
issue 134 - A just hearing in the court of theatre
issue 134 - On the record: Australian artists in free-fall 
issue 134 - Racism laid bare: not so funny
issue 134 - When the Goal Posts Move, by Ben Eltham
issue 134 - OzAsia Festival: Exorcising America
issue 134 - 2016 Darwin Festival: Tradition sustains innovation 
issue 134 - The metadata that counts
issue 134 - Salamanca Moves: making visible dance’s diversity
issue 134 - 2016 Darwin Festival: the power of art in the making
issue 134 - The aesthetics of kinetic impact
issue 134 - Imaginary ecologies: real fears & hopes
issue 134 - An independent art school for all
issue 134 - ELISION ensemble: a bold 30-year adventure
issue 134 - Living beneath life
issue 134 - Four quartets, from musing to outburst
issue 134 - Reverse the trend; champion creative education
issue 134 - Adelaide College of the Arts: Acting, privilege and legacy
issue 134 - How animal are humans?
issue 134 - The sounding of dance data 
issue 134 - Loops within loops
issue 134 - Music Writers’ Workshop
issue 134 - The ensemble as organism
issue 134 - When light plays an orchestra
issue 134 - On the precipice
issue 134 - The corralling of disparate voices
issue 134 - The dead arise, play and dance
issue 134 - Degrees of green art radicalism
issue 134 - Asia-Pacific artists screen climate change
issue 134 - Inquisitive pairings of data and forms
issue 134 - Improv idol 2016
issue 134 - BIFEM 2016’s unprecedented scale and vision
issue 134 - Slow traumas or apocalypses of choice?
issue 134 - Mastering the power of unpredictability 
issue 134 - The critical limits of sound
issue 134 - Fine friction between sound & meaning
issue 134 - Dance: LINK-ing and Mastering
issue 134 - An inclusive vision of Australian women
issue 134 - Donnie Darko, 15th Anniversary Edition DVD
issue 134 - The call to dance
issue 134 - Something more than ourselves
issue 134 - For All We Know (or thought we knew): Part I 
issue 133 - Next Wave Festival: complex selves & cultures 
issue 133 - The Choreographic: concept or con?
issue 133 - A musical brain of your own
issue 133 - Embracing a new reality
issue 133 - Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict, DVD
issue 133 - Fighting for the arts & the public good
issue 133 - Fraught organic/digital business 
issue 133 - Documenting emotion
issue 133 - Experimental art fills in the blanks
issue 133 - A dance of minds, bodies & synchronicities
issue 133 - RUCKUS tames Time
issue 133 - The city as problem and solution
issue 133 - Activist art: origins and resurgence
issue 133 - The Games DVD
issue 133 - Editorial June 8
issue 133 - If truth be told…
issue 133 - Domestic violence in the white cube
issue 133 - An anxiety-inducing mechanism of fascination
issue 133 - Laughter & pain in a post-colonial limbo
issue 133 - Radically adrift in an expanding cosmos
issue 133 - I Shudder To Think
issue 133 - Revolutionising reception of the world
issue 133 - Initial conditions tight, possibilities unlimited
issue 133 - Brilliant hi- & lo-fi mysteries & disorientations
issue 133 - The artist as stripper: when is ‘too much’ enough?
issue 133 - Roger Smalley: a new music legacy reinvigorated
issue 133 - In the wastes of Ormen
issue 133 - REV 2016: for the love of the big screen 
issue 133 - Art & massacre: the necessary memory of loss 
issue 133 - Playwriting: celebrating the art against the odds
issue 133 - To live, dance and love, with HIV
issue 133 - Artgaming the art/video game nexus
issue 133 - VR, finding its way to art
issue 133 - A powerful cross-cultural shape-shifter
issue 133 - Cinema that reshapes seeing, time and the human animal
issue 133 - A Pigeon Sat on a Branch Reflecting on Existence DVD
issue 133 - Virtual pain, harsh reality
issue 133 - Absurdly capital contradictions
issue 133 - Should you see Manifesto?
issue 133 - A biennale with the city as site
issue 133 - To connect in a time of disintegration
issue 133 - Angles on eccentricity
issue 133 - Hip, political music-making
issue 133 - From Europe: Two kinds of nakedness
issue 133 - A glorious revelation of the unseen
issue 133 - The challenges of transformation
issue 133 - Damage makes art
issue 133 - A reckoning between generations
issue 133 - Saving PACT: persistence vs crisis
issue 133 - A regenerative dreamscape
issue 133 - Putuparri and the Rainmakers DVD
issue 133 - Tea, Elvis & the magical mundane
issue 133 - Thought-shifting art
issue 133 - Angles on democracy
issue 133 - A serious comedy connects with country
issue 133 - OzAsia 2016: a necessary festival
issue 133 - Strengthening an all too fragile loop 
issue 133 - Dust, myth & a new hero
issue 133 - Art, empathy and risk
issue 132 - The art of disappearance
issue 132 - Facing trauma with dance
issue 132 - A dance-propelled Newcastle
issue 132 - 20th Biennale of Sydney: fierce return of the Futurists
issue 132 - 2016 Next Wave: the future now
issue 132 - David dead & sounding real
issue 132 - La Mama’s Uncle Vanya plays in regional Victoria
issue 132 - Climate change, culture threat
issue 132 - The beautiful music of mortality
issue 132 - The end of an idyll
issue 132 - Art for science
issue 132 - The dancing museum & the politics of public space
issue 132 - The art & ideas behind an award
issue 132 - Compulsion’s fraught harmonies
issue 132 - Decibel and the new classicism
issue 132 - 99 Homes DVD
issue 132 - Regional industry: dance versus loss 
issue 132 - Jafar Panahi’s Tehran Taxi DVD
issue 132 - Eye to eye with the animal
issue 132 - Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict DVD
issue 132 - Can acrobatics liberate Modernism’s heroines?
issue 132 - Heather Kravas & American Realness
issue 132 - Liberating lo-fi for the digital generation
issue 132 - Zoe’s masterpiece
issue 132 - Men’s Business in another world 
issue 132 - Love & pain: a crystalline memoir
issue 132 - Live art, sex, death & community
issue 132 - Playing the live art game
issue 132 - AN ARTS CRITICAL ELECTION
issue 132 - A meeting of Aboriginal & Jewish cultures
issue 132 - Game on: making the virtual physical
issue 132 - Everything in the mix
issue 132 - Derek Kreckler: Accident & Process is on tour
issue 132 - Addiction’s vicious cycles
issue 132 - Nightmares & dreamscapes
issue 132 - Editorial 4 May 2016
issue 132 - Conceptual choreography & award anxieties
issue 132 - RUCKUS, Speed Of Life
issue 132 - Award keeps choreographers & audiences on their toes 
issue 132 - Dance opens out gaol-space
issue 132 - Next Wave Festival 2016: the thrill of emergence
issue 132 - Leah Barclay: global sono-eco ambassador
issue 132 - For art’s sake, for artists’ sake - act now!
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: Re-seeing the body in motion
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: Many ways into “energized tranquility’
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: Dance & humour vs misinformation
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: The violence of internalised oppression
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: The transmission of sensation
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: Shaking loose the self
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: Cultural tensions in a fraught sisterhood
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: The art of unlearning
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: The fantastical power of the everyday
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: The evocative power of abstraction
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: “How did that make you feel?”
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: Urgent cultural tensions embodied 
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: Dance, decay & transformation
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: Wrestling with monsters
Special Feature - Next Wave Festival: From disconnect to transcendence
issue 132 - Next Wave, a festival of creative attentiveness
issue 132 - Carol DVD
Special Feature - Oppression & the two sides of the digital coin
issue 131 - I love hard work; I could watch it all day
issue 131 - Video art’s mirror worlds
issue 131 - More Mofo provocations
issue 131 - Northern Lights
issue 131 - Giveaway 3rd Feb: Macbeth DVD
issue 131 - Sympatico neuron dancing 
issue 131 - Dance, music & biomimicry
issue 131 - When dance makes music
issue 131 - A remaking of resurrected manifestos
issue 131 - What’s missing in Carol?
issue 131 - Obituary: Pierre Boulez, 1925-2016
issue 131 - Maelstrom & meditation
issue 131 - Conversation and arts politics in the arts marketplace
issue 131 - Post-traumatic stress disorder from the inside
issue 131 - Blurred vision
issue 131 - Trim, taut, terrific
issue 131 - A positive disturbance
issue 131 - Bonding over bondage 
issue 131 - Let Them Stay
issue 131 - Giveaway 10th Feb: The Family Law DVD
issue 131 - The intimate weave of art and life
issue 131 - Good works for hardworking audiences
issue 131 - Panoptic spreadsheets & political art
issue 131 - “These are the dancers”
issue 131 - The Gods come to Earth
issue 131 - Rights, copyright and the license to critique
issue 131 - Arcadia: two worlds, two minds
issue 131 - lingering + spatialising + listening
issue 131 - Perth International Arts Festival: Modernism repackaged?
issue 131 - Francophone dance, a difference
issue 131 - Customer service and failed intimacy
issue 131 - Perth International Arts Festival: Dark matter
issue 131 - Adelaide Festival: No pastoral refuge
issue 131 - PIAF 2016: Survival arts
issue 131 - PIAF 2016: A personal sharing
issue 131 - PIAF 2016: Contemporary techno-tragedy
issue 131 - MESS: not so old machines, new music
issue 131 - Sounds from the home of The Blizzard
issue 131 - Wired to make a difference
issue 131 - Seeking consistency
issue 131 - A sad bunch of lonely kings
issue 131 - A new landscape for new circus
issue 131 - Exiled from our being
issue 131 - Music, equity & belonging 
issue 131 - Dance & other performance art
issue 131 - Between evasion and overload
issue 131 - Arts workers analyse the market
issue 131 - Paying attention to the lives of others
issue 131 - Everyday tech, intimacy & illusion
issue 131 - One heart beating for the many
issue 131 - Giveaway 16th March: The Look of Silence, Joshua Oppenheimer DVD
issue 131 - Narcissism critiqued and indulged
issue 131 - Road rage art
issue 131 - Ambiguities of the Word and the Flood
issue 131 - Dances of protest
issue 131 - Redefining form and experience
issue 131 - Old transgressions, new art & understanding
issue 131 - Hyperreal Tales
issue 131 - The joy of mesmeric disquietude
issue 131 - Screen as time lens
issue 131 - The summed hum of time and space
issue 131 - The art of sensory expansion
issue 131 - The ever-evolving string quartet
issue 130 - Varieties of creative intimacy
issue 130 - The force inhabits you
issue 130 - Experimental art—having to speak for itself
issue 130 - Editorial: Last Print Edition, Not Last Words
issue 130 - A rigorous engagement with Asia
issue 130 - Cultural play & interplay
issue 130 - Renewal through reflection
issue 130 - The past drives dance into the future
issue 130 - Fragility, resilience, work & home
issue 130 - New connections, strange directions
issue 130 - A wild flowering of new works
issue 130 - Primal myth magic
issue 130 - For highbrow perusal
issue 130 - When life turns surreal
issue 130 - Let’s do hysteria
issue 130 - Ice, art & urgency
issue 130 - Fun durational art
issue 130 - With an ear to the wall
issue 130 - Obsession, creation & re-invention
issue 130 - Bending a brass band
issue 130 - Canny Robotics
issue 130 - Guide to a festival of great gifts
issue 130 - Everything depends on dramaturgy
issue 130 - The art of empathy
issue 130 - A festival that feels, senses and thinks
issue 130 - Of kings, carnations & psyches in crisis
issue 130 - An integrated & evolutionary vision
issue 130 - Limited critique, internal contradictions
issue 130 - Unsound vision
issue 130 - A common magic
issue 130 - Place, displacement & disposition
issue 130 - Ode To Modernism
issue 130 - Walking, animal dances & becoming
issue 130 - Rewind forward
issue 130 - Cultural climate change
issue 130 - Insanity, inside & out
issue 130 - Boldly narrowing the gap
issue 130 - Reality’s other perspectives
issue 130 - The unexpectedly ecstatic
issue 130 - The perils of emptiness overcome
issue 130 - Refugee awareness: a way through?
issue 130 - Performance & the restoration of the real
issue 130 - All a part of something
issue 130 - Occupy the street
issue 130 - What’s in a name?
issue 130 - Hearing through capital’s illusions
issue 130 - A tribute to transcendence
issue 130 - Talents, minds & cultures united
issue 130 - Eclectic fusion
issue 130 - Sonica’s good-looking sounds
issue 130 - Tracing counterpoint
issue 130 - Feminist manifestos converse
issue 130 - Giveaways RT130
issue 129 - Amplified Elephants, Select Naturalis
issue 129 - Listening to others’ listening
issue 129 - The power & beauty of resonance & cadence
Special Feature - In Profile: Zoe Scoglio, artist
issue 129 - Percussive possibilities
issue 129 - Editorial: Liveness/Deadness
issue 129 - Liveness: interrogating the dream
issue 129 - Liveworks Festival Of Experimental Art
issue 129 - Performing hysteria
issue 129 - The Filipino body and labour capital
issue 129 - One-on-one: truly, urgently present
issue 129 - Likeness unlimited
issue 129 - Running for your life, and art
issue 129 - Audience on the spot, inside and out
issue 129 - Virtual restoration as theatre
issue 129 - Liberate media art & animate the gallery
issue 129 - Liveness = not being lost in the crowd
issue 129 - On your feet: protest & walking as art
issue 129 - Audience phones in addiction
issue 129 - Classical gas & retrograde ejaculation
issue 129 - The courage to address other ways of being
issue 129 - Three films as one for our time
issue 129 - Into a heart of darkness (or love)
issue 129 - The shaman’s theatre of the night
issue 129 - Meaning & its absence in the everyday
issue 129 - The dance life of objects
issue 129 - Australia and Indonesia draw near
issue 129 - And now for something different
issue 129 - Putting Africa into Othello
issue 129 - In the flux of the moment
issue 129 - When ‘hypnotic’ is good
issue 129 - Regaining equilibrium
issue 129 - Teenagers dream The Bacchae
issue 129 - Creativity, generosity & taking the pledge
issue 129 - Targeted by art drones
issue 129 - Joys of the ascent
issue 129 - An abundance of imagery—aural, visual, imagined
issue 129 - Kaleidoscopic pleasures
issue 129 - Celebrating Room40 & a world of textures
issue 129 - Raw beauty and complexity
issue 129 - Unseen energies manifest as art
issue 129 - Never turn your back on the sea
issue 129 - Giveaways RT129
issue 129 - Miss Universal dances the Transmodern, with love
issue 129 - Welcome to the all-consuming infinite
issue 129 - Pippa Samaya, film: Dancing in the Now
issue 129 - A new gallery for & of the internet
issue 129 - Seeing the Trees from the Wood: models in sustainability for new, experimental, and ‘other’ music performance
issue 129 - Declaration of Sonic Rights
issue 128 - From Asia, with passion and daring
issue 128 - Editorial
issue 128 - A time for experimental thinking & doing
issue 128 - A generous learning and sharing
issue 128 - Practicality, phenomenology & adaptability 
issue 128 - Teaching for independence & innovation
issue 128 - Dancing & teaching: with & without a ball
issue 128 - Teaching photography: practically & conceptually
issue 128 - Liberating experimentalism
issue 128 - Art, design, What if… and WTF?
issue 128 - Creating togetherness, making democracy
issue 128 - East, West, chance, dance & causality
issue 128 - Deep time, walking Queensland waterways
issue 128 - Immersive, verbatim & immersively verbatim
issue 128 - Students for the future of documentary
issue 128 - Deafness, symbolism & silence
issue 128 - Killer contrite in a heartbeat
issue 128 - Down-home supernaturalism
issue 128 - Insatiable: ghosts & humans
issue 128 - Conversation, celebration, compassion
issue 128 - A visit with a doppleganger
issue 128 - Asia-Australia: art, conscience, action
issue 128 - Culture and constraint
issue 128 - When blunt design is sharp
issue 128 - Thrills & serial complications
issue 128 - Going for the burn
issue 128 - Domestic Bliss
issue 128 - The shape of things to come?
issue 128 - The virtues of hopelessness
issue 128 - Gay Muslim immigrant pride
issue 128 - Scenographies of the city, weather & politics
issue 128 - Beautiful suffering: Baroque & Gothic 
issue 128 - The future with an ear to the past
issue 128 - Scientific conception, sonic sensation
issue 128 - A monumental dance of screens & bodies
issue 128 - New light on light
issue 128 - The sound beyond & the light inside
issue 128 - Multiplying alter egos
issue 128 - The past in present tense
issue 128 - Giveaways RT128
issue 128 - In between moment and momentum
issue 128 - soundinitiative does Lang doing Deleuze doing Beckett
issue 128 - Vivid new music imaginings
issue 128 - The parade of time, change & sound
issue 128 - Feral thought, fears & fun 
issue 128 - Experimental, subversive, visceral…underground
issue 127 - Art & healing on the streets of Ansan
issue 127 - Dance & drawing: ways of seeing trace
issue 127 - On the line between earth and sky
issue 127 - Poets at risk
issue 127 - Editorial
issue 127 - Body Image Screen - Introduction
issue 127 - Framing trauma, fear & love
issue 127 - The body in the machine: the screen as performer
issue 127 - A treasure house of movement-led hybridity
issue 127 - Screen-dancing back the layers
issue 127 - Democracy of the lens
issue 127 - Performance art in the experience economy era
issue 127 - Missing in action
issue 127 - The mining of image & metaphor
issue 127 - It’s the nature of play that makes gaming
issue 127 - Hope in and fear of the new
issue 127 - Talk about fucked up
issue 127 - Documenting problems or documentary as problem
issue 127 - A shift in the locus of fear
issue 127 - Horror: intensified but refined
issue 127 - Suburban screen adventure
issue 127 - Time for action!
issue 127 - When buildings sing
issue 127 - Not your average primate
issue 127 - Art and a post-industrial town
issue 127 - Site-specific, durational, regional Chekhov
issue 127 - A dark dance of choice and chance
issue 127 - Without movement, no time
issue 127 - An alchemical progression
issue 127 - Inimically Wright
issue 127 - Obituary: Maggi Phillips (1944-2015)
issue 127 - The feminine: monstrous, polite, tenacious
issue 127 - Unburdened Australians in an adventurous mix
issue 127 - Crazy Horse exposé
issue 127 - Mingling memories, signs & connotations
issue 127 - Power game variations
issue 127 - Art bred from destruction
issue 127 - New music, digital culture & the big questions
issue 127 - The body as ear
issue 127 - Trio: flight, death, earth
issue 127 - A meeting of cultures through public art
issue 127 - Venice Biennale: the art of housing art
issue 127 - Art that illuminates the street
issue 127 - Emanations from the forest
issue 127 - Giveaways RT127
issue 127 - URGENT: ACT NOW, SENATE ARTS INQUIRY
issue 127 - Inside the sounding of dance
issue 126 - Editorial
issue 126 - To market to market!
issue 126 - More than meets the ear
issue 126 - Queering the days
issue 126 - The deep roots of revelatory performance
issue 126 - Inner lives & collective crises
issue 126 - What will you do?
issue 126 - Voicing empathy, rehearsing protest
issue 126 - Trouble shared
issue 126 - Shoulder to shoulder
issue 126 - Double wonder
issue 126 - Through a looking glass
issue 126 - The mind performs
issue 126 - You can dance if you want to...
issue 126 - The composer in full voice
issue 126 - Ecstatic, tribal contemporary dance
issue 126 - A festival rising in the body of one
issue 126 - Ambition and vision
issue 126 - Weather: immersive
issue 126 - Calm and turbulence
issue 126 - ...on class & development
issue 126 - Reading the film score: part 1
issue 126 - Reading the film score: part 2
issue 126 - From Faust on film to now
issue 126 - At play with perception & consciousness
issue 126 - Dance Massive
issue 126 - The body, seen & seeing
issue 126 - Keeping track
issue 126 - The enduring dance
issue 126 - Museums more or less
issue 126 - Digital theatre: live and mobile
issue 126 - To the moon: producing the future
issue 126 - The power of the outsider
issue 126 - Perception shifts
issue 126 - Taking a hard look at the self
issue 126 - Lives in collision
issue 126 - Live art: new home, new terrain
issue 126 - Comic descent
issue 126 - Design for the here and now
issue 126 - War, fragility & imagination
issue 126 - Riding the wave
issue 126 - Trans-Tasman drone
issue 126 - When music and poetry converse
issue 126 - War, nostalgia, utopia
issue 126 - At one with water
issue 126 - From lab to creation to festival
issue 126 - The moment in between
issue 126 - The zero waste cut
issue 126 - Giveaways RT126
issue 126 - Draft Apology to the Survivors of Immigration Detention
issue 126 - Get your art fix: Artfilms
issue 126 - Plasticity, performance & environment
issue 126 - Game to play
issue 126 - The body: subject, object, material
issue 126 - RealTime Writing Workshop
issue 126 - Major art heist: the Brandis file
issue 125 - MoveMe’s becoming & arriving
issue 125 - The greening of performance
Special Feature - Water play and sensory circuits
issue 125 - Art, mind and ideology
issue 125 - Producer at work: a storm of creativity
issue 125 - Time-space reshape
issue 125 - APPCAMP: First snowfall, auspicious beginnings
issue 125 - Shared creation in safe places
issue 125 - The post-museum & the uncertainty principle
issue 125 - To do more than talk, more than please
issue 125 - Ritual empty & full, spiritual & political
issue 125 - Broken: the museum grip on bodily performance
issue 125 - Taking it to the limit
issue 125 - In the neighbourhood
issue 125 - Slippery when whet
issue 125 - Lives in & out of sync
issue 125 - Up there for dancing
issue 125 - A memoir: knock’em down
issue 125 - We all can dream
issue 125 - Film as essay, performance as film
issue 125 - Time recharged 
issue 125 - World War Z: Israel-Palestine musical
issue 125 - Scarlett Johansson & the alien feminine 
Special Feature - On the border: practice & potential
issue 125 - Mining the magic of the moment
issue 125 - Humanimal dances 
issue 125 - De Keersmaeker’s dance of ever more simple movement
issue 125 - Couple bust taboo
issue 125 - In-theatre, online, public, private
issue 125 - The politics of sacrifice 
issue 125 - Mis-labelled child
issue 125 - Stein song
issue 125 - Underground, actually and seriously 
issue 125 - Loving Philip Seymour Hoffman
issue 125 - The performance lecture: the dead & the dead-end
issue 125 - For and by kids with a little help from friends
issue 125 - We’re on earth, is there a cure for that?
issue 125 - Art inside out
issue 125 - Radical thought as sound
issue 125 - Errant violinism
issue 125 - Falling into Heaven
issue 125 - Persona re-personified
issue 125 - Live, wired & testing the limits
issue 125 - New audiences for new instruments
issue 125 - The liberation and containment of sight
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Special Feature - realtime tv: joel stern (otherfilm), psycho subtropics
Special Feature - realtime tv: composer profile, jon rose
Special Feature - realtime tv: choreographer garry stewart, be your self
Special Feature - realtime tv: lara thoms, the experts project
Special Feature - realtime tv: kusum normoyle: s.i.t.e (screaming in the everyday)
Special Feature - realtime tv: composer profile, cat hope, decibel
Special Feature - realtime tv: kate champion never did me any harm, force majeure & sydney theatre company
Special Feature - branch nebula
Special Feature - place: glasgow, scotland, united kingdom
Special Feature - an intense manifestation of dance 
Special Feature - unsettling the audience 
Special Feature - lines of flight 
Special Feature - dark symmetries 
Special Feature - inside the audience
Special Feature - the poetry of pain 
Special Feature - realtime tv: stephanie lake, dual, dance massive 2013
Special Feature - realtime tv: dalisa pigram, gudirr gudirr, dance massive 2013
Special Feature - the origins of feeling
Special Feature - the body un-mirrored 
Special Feature - fun and the damage done 
Special Feature - realtime tv: lee serle, p.o.v., dance massive 2013
Special Feature - more than smoke and mirrors 
Special Feature - now, then, now 
Special Feature - realtime tv: anouk van dijk, 247 days, chunky move, dance massive 2013
Special Feature - old tropes & the new disconnect
Special Feature - realtime tv: stephanie lake, dual
Special Feature - realtime tv: dalisa pigram, gudirr gudirr
Special Feature - realtime tv: lee serle, p.o.v.
Special Feature - realtime tv: anouk van dijk, 247 days, chunky move
Special Feature - a not so private hearing 
Special Feature - something ends, something begins 
Special Feature - realtime tv: antony hamilton, black projects 1& 2, dance massive 2013
Special Feature - realtime tv: antony hamilton, black projects 1& 2
Special Feature - strange affliction: dance massive & transcendence 
Special Feature - ritual entwining 
Special Feature - realtime tv: tim darbyshire, more of less concrete, dance massive 2013
Special Feature - realtime tv: tim darbyshire, more of less concrete
Special Feature - the life in the work 
Special Feature - youtubing live 
Special Feature - quotidian moves, gangnam-style 
Special Feature - zephyr quartet
Special Feature - place: brussels, belgium
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: Velonaki, Ingram, Gemeinboeck & Saunders, Artspace
Special Feature - Knowing your place in Cartesian space
Special Feature - Stars and starlings, pixels and picknickers
Special Feature - Touch me there
Special Feature - 'Pure' experience, in the round
Special Feature - Data lives
Special Feature - Outside the labyrinth…looking in at someone waving
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: Velonaki, Ingram, Gemeinboeck & Saunders, Artspace
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: Catching Light, Campbelltown Arts Centre
Special Feature - Life and death, and the membranes inbetween
Special Feature - Being Stelarc
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: EchoSonics, UTS Gallery
Special Feature - The science and art of tangible things
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: Catching Light, Campbelltown Arts Centre
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: EchoSonics, UTS Gallery
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: semipermeable (+), SymbioticA
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: semipermeable (+), SymbioticA
Special Feature - The uncanny in the gallery 
Special Feature - Run for your lives [1]
Special Feature - Run for your lives [2]
Special Feature - To re-map and reclaim
Special Feature - M e d i a a r t t h e n a n d n o w
Special Feature - A curative dose of spontaneity
Special Feature - Turning the media back on itself
Special Feature - Olfaction, decay & speculation
Special Feature - Aural ecologies, mechanical and musical
Special Feature - Heck, baby, I shoulda seen it comin…
Special Feature - Start by leaping off a small stool
Special Feature - More than meets the eye
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: The very near future, Alex Davies
Special Feature - New tools and old skool grammars
Special Feature - Pop up pleasure zones
Special Feature - Home, sweet home
Special Feature - Painting by algorithms
Special Feature - In the digital age, love your stationery obsession
Special Feature - If a system fails in a forest, is anybody listening?
Special Feature - Rainbow over ISEA
Special Feature - Musical multiverses
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: Zydnei, Troy Innocent
Special Feature - Nailing the virtual 
Special Feature - The big connect 
Special Feature - Transformational walking
Special Feature - Night work 
Special Feature - Palpable virtualities 
Special Feature - Data noise & the limits of dance 
Special Feature - The sound of reading 
Special Feature - Past-present tensions 
Special Feature - Celestial sweet spots
Special Feature - Churches of sound 
Special Feature - Eclectic ecstasies 
Special Feature - A choreography of oscillation 
Special Feature - Explorers of an alien planet 
Special Feature - Madness, hell and transcendence 
Special Feature - Programming a grotesque order 
Special Feature - Bridges and deviations 
Special Feature - Pianos wired 
Special Feature - A pyrrhic revolt 
Special Feature - Art shocks, capitalism quakes! 
Special Feature - Kecak, breakdancing, tension & harmony 
Special Feature - Larry is sombre 
Special Feature - Vigorous ruminations on happiness 
Special Feature - Happiness against the odds 
Special Feature - Hands up, head down! 
Special Feature - The not so sweet science 
Special Feature - A Winning punch 
Special Feature - Not so strange strangers 
Special Feature - Happy as Larry—poor Larry 
Special Feature - In Profile: Miranda Wheen
Special Feature - In Profile: Keg de Souza
Special Feature - Ethereal exchanges 
Special Feature - Art for water 
Special Feature - Realising regional ambitions 
Special Feature - Eastern Riverina sites & sounds 
Special Feature - Rice, rituals and relationships 
Special Feature - Grong Grong Creative House
Special Feature - Contributor profile: Stephen Carleton
Special Feature - Contributor profile: Zsuzsanna (Zsuzsi) Soboslay 
Special Feature - Contributor profile: Kathryn Kelly 
Special Feature - Regional Profile: Jason Richardson 
Special Feature - In Profile: Rachael Dease 
Special Feature - In Profile: Sarah-Mace Dennis
Special Feature - Jon Rose
Special Feature - Contributor profile: Anne Thompson 
Special Feature - In Profile: Chris Howlett, ARGARMENIA
Special Feature - Place: Split, Croatia
Special Feature - Contributor profile: Katerina Sakkas 
Special Feature - realtime tv: FOLA—Nicola Gunn, Person of Interest
Special Feature - realtime tv: FOLA—What is Live Art?
Special Feature - realtime tv: Isaac Julien, PLAYTIME
Special Feature - realtime tv: Chiara Guidi & Jeff Stein, Jack and the Beanstalk
Special Feature - In Profile: Alison Bennett, Shifting Skin
Special Feature - Contributor profile: Oliver Downes 
Special Feature - realtime tv at FOLA: Tristan Meecham, Game Show
Special Feature - realtime tv: FOLA— Beth Buchanan, I Know That I am Not Dead
Special Feature - realtime tv: Sarah Last, Wired Open Day
Special Feature - Speak Percussion
Special Feature - Portal archive
Special Feature - Studio archive
Special Feature - Contributor profile: Briony Kidd
Special Feature - Contributor profile: Gail Priest
Special Feature - The other side of Nightfall: Margaret Cameron & Ian Scott
Special Feature - Obituary & Archive: Margaret Cameron
Special Feature - Contributor Profile: Bernadette Ashley 
Special Feature - Contributor Profile: Vicki Van Hout
Special Feature - Place: Bourges, France
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: The very near future, Alex Davies
Special Feature - realtime tv @ ISEA2013: Zydnei, Troy Innocent
Special Feature - RealTime Writing Workshop
Special Feature - The epic resonances of diffusion
Special Feature - Folds: loose, taut & generative
Special Feature - The sound shapers
Special Feature - The many-voiced cello of an Australo-German repertoire
Special Feature - Young composers let loose
Special Feature - A fine plenitude
Special Feature - Motion in stillness
Special Feature - Piano adventures
Special Feature - The piano and its others
Special Feature - Adventures in timbre and texture
Special Feature - Space-making Immersive vocal improvisation
Special Feature - Percussive partnerings
Special Feature - Totally Huge’s percussive climax
Special Feature - Place: Seoul, South Korea
Special Feature - In Profile: Nick Power, b*boy, choreographer
Special Feature - In Profile: Jason James, artist
Special Feature - Art versus the war against Nature
Special Feature - A momentary wondrous artefact
Special Feature - Percussion: the beating heart of art
Special Feature - Magic in detritus 
Special Feature - The thrill of a cut-above festival
Special Feature - Carry On Culture Wars
Special Feature - This is how we might live, and die
Special Feature - Dana Waranara—Privilege and Responsibility
Special Feature - Dana Waranara—Privilege and Responsibility
Special Feature - Dancing to the Dana Waranara challenge
Special Feature - Dance, not product, but living culture
Special Feature - A conference for irrevocable change
Special Feature - Sideshow Circus Magazine
Special Feature - Giveaway: Gayby Baby DVD
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